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Contemporary Curriculum In
Thought And Action
Perspectives in Curriculum Studies by Margaret Nalova
Endeley and Martha Ashuntantang Zama is a
comprehensive textbook for graduate students of
Curriculum Studies and Instruction, and a guide for
education practitioners wherein they articulate
contemporary curriculum concepts, principles and
applications in the field. With illustrations from informed
African perspectives, the authors situate curriculum
theory and practice in local contexts so that African
scholars, educators, and others may be equipped with
knowledge and skills to develop and maintain
appropriate and relevant curricula for quality education.
Framed in sixteen chapters, grouped in five parts, the
text begins with the exposition of basic terminology,
curriculum theory and foundations of the curriculum
before delving profoundly into the curriculum
development process. The latter portion gives the reader
the opportunity to explore, analyse and evaluate different
curriculum planning approaches and models, curriculum
design dimensions and patterns, and procedures for the
development of syllabuses, textbooks, and other
curriculum materials. Also, Curriculum implementation
tasks as well as strategies for evaluation of programs
and courses are presented and discussed. Since
curriculum and instruction are highly intertwined notions,
instructional design is elaborately treated in two chapters
bringing out its theoretical underpinnings and
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procedures. The book closes with global perspectives of
curriculum development in practice. The goal here is to
provide insights into trends, issues, and challenges not
only in curriculum development but also in the curriculum
field, which should generate action towards the
improvement of curriculum practice and spur the search
for new knowledge.
In The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy in Music
Education, editors Wayne D. Bowman and Ana Lucia
Frega have drawn together a variety of philosophical
perspectives from the profession's most exciting scholars
from all over the world. Rather than relegating
philosophical inquiry to moot questions and abstract
situations, the contributors to this volume address
everyday concerns faced by music educators
everywhere. Emphasizing clarify, fairness, rigor, and
utility above all, The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy in
Music Education will challenge music educators all over
the world to make their own decisions and ultimately
contribute to the conversation themselves.
Practical tools for joining curriculum conversation
Curriculum is a field in continual flux, the result of an
ongoing discussion among teachers approaching from a
multitude of perspectives. Contemporary Curriculum: In
Thought and Action, Seventh Edition offers the tools to
participate in curriculum discussion and to construct and
implement curriculum in the classroom. The Seventh
Edition provides you with practical tools for executing
curriculum at all levels: policy, institutional, and
classroom. You'll develop multiple strategies for dealing
with curriculum problems, and build your skills in such
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areas as determining goals and purposes, providing
optimum learning opportunities, and organizing for
effective and continuous learning. This text encourages
online curriculum conversation among users and twoway communication between the author and readers.
With an array of thoughtful new features and content, the
Seventh Edition now: * Profiles thinkers and resources
who are energizing the field with "new departures" that
deviate from the established views or prevailing thought
discussed in each chapter * Covers political ideologies,
the conflicts over school subject matter, and data-driven
decision making at state, district, school and classroom
levels * Examines the functioning of schools and media
as democratic institutions and the relationship of citizens
and the political system * Discusses the impact of the
privatization of schooling and the world-wide growth of
the "Silent Curriculum" With a balanced presentation of
humanistic, social reconstructionist, systemic, and
academic perspectives and fresh insights into key
curriculum questions, Contemporary Curriculum: In
Thought and Action, Seventh Edition comprises an
excellent foundation for every educator from master's to
doctoral level.
“This book combines a number of excellent authors
thinking about curriculum. It’s a nice blend of known
authors and newer writers in the field.” — Robert C.
Morris, University of West Georgia “The range of
topics—reading, science, art—makes this a complete and
comprehensive reader for both novices and experienced
educational teachers and leaders.” —Jeffrey S. Kaplan,
University of Central Florida Contemporary Readings in
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Curriculum provides beginning teachers and educational
leaders with a series of articles that can help them build
their curriculum knowledge base Key Features and
Benefits Provides a historical context of the curriculum
field, giving educators a solid foundation for curriculum
knowledge Describes the political nature of curriculum
and how we must be attentive to the increasingly diverse
populations found in our schools Connects the readings
to traditional course goals, providing practical
applications of curriculum topics Covers cocurricular
issues, which have become a major contemporary topic
within school systems Enhances the articles with a
strong pedagogical framework, including detailed
Internet references, questions for each article, topic
guides tying each article to course topics, and article
abstracts for the instructor Includes Articles From the
Following Journals American School Board Journal
Community College Review Curriculum & Teaching
Dialogue Education & Urban Society Educational
Leadership Educational Policy Harvard International
Journal of Press/Politics Journal of Cases in Educational
Leadership Journal of Chemical Education, Journal of
Curriculum & Supervision Journal of Curriculum Studies
NASSP Bulletin Phi Delta Kappan Rethinking Schools
Teachers College Record The American Behavioral
Scientist The Educational Forum The Journal of Social
Issues Theory and Research in Education Urban
Education Youth Violence and Juvenile Justice Intended
Audience This book is intended as a supplement for
graduate courses such as Curriculum Development,
Curriculum Theory, and Curriculum Leadership.
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Doll draws relationships among the ideas advanced in
chaos theory, Piagetian epistemology, cognitive theory,
and the work of Dewey and Whitehead. In this book on
the post-modern perspective on the curriculum, the
author asserts that the post-modern model of organic
change is not necessarily linear, uniform, measured and
determined, but is one of emergence and growth, made
possible by interaction, transaction, disequilibrium and
consequent equilibrium. Transformation, not a set
course, the book argues, should be the rule, and openendedness is an essential feature of the post-modern
framework. In the book, the author envisages a
curriculum in which the teacher's role is not causal, but
transformative. The curriculum is not the race course, but
the journey itself; metaphors can be more useful than
logic in generating dialogue in the community; and
educative purpose, planning and evaluation is flexible
and focused on process, not product. “Scholarly, yet
direct and to the point, [Doll’s] ideas make sense to front
line educators in the real world of today’s schools.”
—Kenneth Graham, Seaford Union Free School District
The Eighth Edition of "Contemporary Curriculum: In
Thought and Action "prepares readers to participate in
the discussion of curriculum control and other matters
important to K-12 and university educators. The text
highlights major philosophies and principles, examines
conflicting conceptions of curriculum, and provides the
intellectual and technical tools educators and
administrators need for constructing and implementing
curriculum.
The mission of the International Journal of Educational
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Reform (IJER) is to keep readers up-to-date with
worldwide developments in education reform by
providing scholarly information and practical analysis
from recognized international authorities. As the only
peer-reviewed scholarly publication that combines
authors’ voices without regard for the political affiliations
perspectives, or research methodologies, IJER provides
readers with a balanced view of all sides of the political
and educational mainstream. To this end, IJER includes,
but is not limited to, inquiry based and opinion pieces on
developments in such areas as policy, administration,
curriculum, instruction, law, and research. IJER should
thus be of interest to professional educators with
decision-making roles and policymakers at all levels turn
since it provides a broad-based conversation between
and among policymakers, practitioners, and
academicians about reform goals, objectives, and
methods for success throughout the world. Readers can
call on IJER to learn from an international group of
reform implementers by discovering what they can do
that has actually worked. IJER can also help readers to
understand the pitfalls of current reforms in order to
avoid making similar mistakes. Finally, it is the mission of
IJER to help readers to learn about key issues in school
reform from movers and shakers who help to study and
shape the power base directing educational reform in the
U.S. and the world.
Education in the Arts: Principles and Practices for
Teaching covers the teaching of visual art, drama, dance
and music in primary and early childhood education,
within the context of integrated creative arts education. It
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links theory and research to teaching practice, and
allows teacher education students to apply what they
have learned to new contexts. It encourages reflection
upon teaching practice through real case studies, and
provides direction for considering what it means to be an
arts education teacher in a school, rather than an art,
music or drama specialist. The text is a valuable
resource for both students and teachers, with guidance
on how to implement the various arts practices in a
school setting.
Curriculum is a field in continual flux, the result of an ongoing
discussion among teachers approaching from a multitude of
perspectives. Contemporary Curriculum: In Thought and
Action, Seventh Edition offers the tools to participate in
curriculum discussion and to construct and implement
curriculum in the classroom.
Comprised of chapters written by established Canadian
curriculum scholars as well as junior scholars and graduate
students, this collection of essays provoke readers to imagine
the different ways in which educational researchers can
engage the narrative inquiry within the broader field of
curriculum studies.
Creating Excellence: Becoming an A+ School is intended to
be used by first year principals who have inherited a school
that is failing or not achieving to a desired level, as well as by
seasoned principals who are struggling to improve their
school’s academic performance. It can also be used
effectively as a textbook for graduate students preparing for a
career in educational leadership. The book is straightforward
in its presentation of practices and strategies supported by
research and theory. It has been written to share the
knowledge base, impart the technical skills, and highlight the
interpersonal skills recommended to enable educational
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leaders to create excellence and enable their school to
become an A+ school. Within the chapters, tools, techniques,
and concrete examples are offered. Educational leaders are
encouraged to select, revise, and adjust proposed actions
based on their own judgement and according to their local
conditions, faculty, staff and other stakeholders. Regardless,
improving instruction in order to increase student learning
must be the focus.
Whether you want to make subtle changes to your
instructional design or turn it on its head--Hacking
Instructional Design provides a toolbox of options. Discover
just-in-time tools to design, upgrade, or adapt your
instructional practices. Curriculum design experts Michael
and Elizabeth Fisher show you how to: Prioritize and break
apart standards Set targets and demonstrations of learning
Create valuable experiences for contemporary learners
Organize instructional elements into action plans Maintain a
thriving curriculum culture ecosystem These strategies offer
you the power and permission to be the designer, not the
recipient, of a contemporary curriculum. Students and
teachers will benefit for years to come when you apply these
engaging tools starting tomorrow.
What will it take to create truly contemporary learning
environments that meet the demands of 21st-century society,
engage learners, and produce graduates who are prepared to
succeed in the world? What skills and capacities do teachers
and leaders need to create and sustain such schools? What
actions are necessary? Bold Moves for Schools offers a
compelling vision that answers these questions—and action
steps to make the vision a reality. Looking through the lenses
of three pedagogies—antiquated, classical, and
contemporary—authors Heidi Hayes Jacobs and Marie Hubley
Alcock examine every aspect of K–12 education, including
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and the program
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structures of space—both physical and virtual—time, and
grouping of learners and professionals. In a new job
description for teachers, Jacobs and Alcock highlight and
expound on the following roles: self-navigating professional
learner, social contractor, media critic and media maker,
innovative designer, globally connected citizen, and advocate
for learners and learning. With thought-provoking proposals
and practical strategies for change, Bold Moves for Schools
sets educators on the path to redefining their profession and
creating exciting new learning environments. The challenge is
unprecedented. The possibilities are unlimited.
Curriculum and Teaching Dialogue (CTD) is a publication of
the American Association of Teaching and Curriculum
(AATC), a national learned society for the scholarly field of
teaching and curriculum. The field includes those working on
the theory, design and evaluation of educational programs at
large. At the university level, faculty members identified with
this field are typically affiliated with the departments of
curriculum and instruction, teacher education, educational
foundations, elementary education, secondary education, and
higher education. CTD promotes all analytical and interpretive
approaches that are appropriate for the scholarly study of
teaching and curriculum. In fulfillment of this mission, CTD
addresses a range of issues across the broad fields of
educational research and policy for all grade levels and types
of educational programs.
A real-world action plan for educators to create personalized
learning experiences Learning Personalized: The Evolution of
the Contemporary Classroom provides teachers,
administrators, and educational leaders with a clear and
practical guide to personalized learning. Written by respected
teachers and leading educational consultants Allison Zmuda,
Greg Curtis, and Diane Ullman, this comprehensive resource
explores what personalized learning looks like, how it
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changes the roles and responsibilities of every stakeholder,
and why it inspires innovation. The authors explain that, in
order to create highly effective personalized learning
experiences, a new instructional design is required that is
based loosely on the traditional model of apprenticeship:
learning by doing. Learning Personalized challenges
educators to rethink the fundamental principles of schooling
that honors students' natural willingness to play, problem
solve, fail, re-imagine, and share. This groundbreaking
resource: Explores the elements of personalized learning and
offers a framework to achieve it Provides a roadmap for
enrolling relevant stakeholders to create a personalized
learning vision and reimagine new roles and responsibilities
Addresses needs and provides guidance specific to the job
descriptions of various types of educators, administrators,
and other staff This invaluable educational resource explores
a simple framework for personalized learning: co-creation,
feedback, sharing, and learning that is as powerful for a
teacher to re-examine classroom practice as it is for a
curriculum director to reexamine the structure of courses.
This volume highlights lived experiences, personal
inspirations and motivations, which have generated
scholarship, and influenced the research and teaching of
scholars in the field of curriculum studies. Offering
contributions from new, established and experienced
scholars, chapters foreground the ways in which the authors
have been influenced by the mentorship and work of others,
by personal challenges, and by the contexts in which they live
and work. Chapters also illustrate how scholars have
engaged in variety of methodological and autobiographical
processes including narrative and poetic inquiry,
autoethnography and visual arts research. Through a range
of contributions, the book clarifies the origins and legacy of
contemporary curriculum studies and in doing so, provides
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inspiration for beginning scholars and academics as they
continue to find their voices in academic communities.
Offering rich insight into the experiences and scholarship of a
wide range of scholars, this volume will be of interest to
students, scholars and researchers with an interest in
curriculum studies, as well as educational research and
methodologies more broadly.
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Curriculum offers a broad, comprehensive introduction to
curriculum theory and practice. The sixth edition highlights
major philosophies and principles while also examining the
conflicting conceptions of curriculum. Readers will find a
balanced analysis of humanistic, social reconstructionist,
technological, and academic perspectives. This will help
future educators gain a better understanding of practices,
issues, and possible achievements in the curriculum.
The Eighth Edition of Contemporary Curriculum: In Thought
and Action prepares readers to participate in the discussion
of curriculum control and other matters important to K-12 and
university educators. The text highlights major philosophies
and principles, examines conflicting conceptions of
curriculum, and provides the intellectual and technical tools
educators and administrators need for constructing and
implementing curriculum.
Examines the importance of talking about science in
classrooms and argues that the ways instructors describe
science and scientific writings influence learner outcomes the
most.
Modern Curriculum for Gifted and Advanced Academic
Students addresses the need for advanced curriculum design
in an age of national standards and 21st-century learning
innovations. The text and its authors work from the
assumption that the most advanced learners need a
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qualitatively different design of learning experiences in order
to develop their potential into outstanding achievement,
answering the question, “How should we design learning
experiences for our most advanced academic students in the
foundational curriculum areas?” This book provides the most
contemporary thinking about how to design in-depth courses
of study in the foundational curriculum areas with a high
degree of complexity and advanced content. The book
includes chapters articulating specific design components like
creative thinking, critical thinking, and authentic research, but
also subject-specific chapters in mathematics, language arts,
science, and social studies to demonstrate application of
those design components.
Curriculum has become the new wonder word for our times.
Even more, curriculum has become a concept, and an idea.
This book provides a speculum mentis, a map of the mind, of
modern curriculum theory to help trace the interactions
between various forms of thought as they play out in
contemporary schooling. This book is also about how the
weaving of various forms of thought provides an umbrella of
understanding about the nature of curriculum and perhaps a
glimpse of human understanding.
Offering an accessible entry into curriculum theory, this book
defines and contextualizes key concepts for novice and
experienced students. Leading scholars in curriculum studies
provide short anchor texts that introduce, define, and situate
contemporary curriculum theory constructs. Each anchor text
is followed by two concise, creative keyword responses that
demonstrate varied perspectives and connections, allowing
readers to reflect on and engage with the personal relevance
of these fundamental concepts. Useful to instructors and
scholars alike, this book explains keyword writing as a
teaching and learning strategy and invites readers to enter
the complicated conversations of contemporary curriculum
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theory through their own creative, personal responses.
Featuring wide-ranging, nuanced, and varied commentary on
major relevant themes, as well as discussion questions for
students, this book is an essential text for doctoral and
masters-level courses in curriculum studies.
Curriculum Change and Innovation is an introductory textbook
on Hong Kong’s school curriculum. Written in an
approachable style using illustrative case studies, the
textbook provides an introduction to the basic concepts and
theories of "curriculum" as a field of study. It also discusses
how sociopolitical and economic changes as well as
technology advancements help transform teachers' roles and
reshape curriculum policies. The chapters cover a wide range
of topics, including curriculum design, planning,
implementation and evaluation. These discussions are
included to help readers critically reflect on their roles as
change agents in curriculum development. Shirley S. Y.
Yeung is an assistant professor in the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction at the Hong Kong Institute of
Education. John T. S. Lam is an assistant professor in the
Department of Curriculum and Instruction at the Hong Kong
Institute of Education. Anthony W. L. Leung is an assistant
professor in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at
the Hong Kong Institute of Education. Yiu Chun Lo is an
associate professor of the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction at the Hong Kong Institute of Education.

The eighth edition of Curriculum Planning is a
selection of readings that presents the knowledge,
skills, and alternative strategies needed by
curriculum planners and teachers at all levels of
education, from early childhood through adulthood.
The book offers a variety of learning experiences for
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students with wide-ranging interests, learning styles,
and backgrounds. Part I, "Bases for Curriculum
Planning," emphasizes the development of
knowledge and skills in the three bases of the
curriculum - social forces, human development, and
learning and learning styles. Part II, "Developing and
Implementing the Curriculum," includes two new
chapters: Chapter 5, "Developing the Curriculum,"
examines curriculum designs that can be used to
develop (i.e., write) curricula. And, Chapter 6,
"Curriculum and Instruction," focuses on the
interrelationships between curriculum and
instruction. Part III, "The Curriculum in Action,"
emphasizes the application of curriculum planning
skills for educational programs for children; early,
middle, and late adolescents; and adult learners. At
each level, current trends, innovations, and issues
are examined from both theoretical and practical
viewpoints. The eighth edition includes 43 new
articles, nine of which were written for this book, and
two new chapters: Ch. 5 "Developing the
Curriculum" and Ch. 6 "Curriculum and Instruction."
"The 3rd edition of this introduction to and analysis of
contemporary concepts of curriculum that emerged
from the Reconceptualization of curriculum studies
brings readers up to date on the major research
themes within the historical development of the
field"-Featuring 25% new content, the fifth edition of
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Contemporary Issues in Curriculum addresses
issues in implementation, planning, and evaluation of
curriculum at all levels of learning. Divided into six
parts–Philosophy, Teaching, Learning, Instruction,
Supervision, and Policy– the new edition of this
balanced yet eclectic text features ten new chapters
written by notable authors including Larry Cuban,
Howard Gardner, Andrew Hargreaves, Linda DarlingHammond, and Stanley Pogrow. With each new
chapter, readers are asked to consider a new
author's viewpoint, thought process, and conclusions
about significant and current curriculum issues, from
traditional and commonly accepted beliefs to more
controversial and cotemporary ideas. Through a
variety of learning aids and discussion questions,
readers are encouraged to analyze and debate
these issues, to formulate their own opinions, and
begin to shape their own original ideas about the
future direction of curriculum. Focus Questions at the
beginning of each chapter offer an advance
organizer and encourage critical thinking. Discussion
Questions at the end of each chapter encourage
student analysis as well as opportunities for further
thought and classroom dialogue. Case Studies at the
end of each Partinitiate thoughtful discussion of how
curriculum issues are played out in the in-service
world. “Pro-Con Chart” features succinctly detail the
argument and counterargument for the issue
covered in each part, allowing readers to better
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understand the complexities. Curriculum Scholar
Profiles at the beginning of each section highlight the
achievements of six prominent leaders in the
curriculum field.
Annotation Reynolds (curriculum studies, Georgia
Southern University) explores curriculum theory from
hermeneutics and phenomenology to
poststructuralism in these essays from 1982-2002.
Democratic schools, the abolition of teacher
materials and minimum competency tests, and
outcomes-based education are some of the areas
discussed. Annotation (c)2003 Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR (booknews.com)
The first edition of The Making of Curriculum was
published in 1988 and reviewers hailed it as a
seminal work in the field. In that work Goodson
explored a number of aspects of the so-called
traditional subjects and described the way they
develop over time to a point where they can be
promoted as 'academic' disciplines. He showed that
the claim to be academic was in fact the result of a
substantial political contest covering a century or
more. The traditional subject was, in short, invented.
The first edition of this book provided a series of
challenging insights for those desiring to make sense
of the current debate over schooling. In this new and
extended second edition, Bill Pinar adds an
illuminating introduction and Goodson brings his
argument up-to-date with a discussion of the
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National Curriculum - 'a contemporary initiative in the
making of curriculum.'
The Second Edition of Curriculum Theory:
Conflicting Visions and Enduring Concerns by
Michael Stephen Schiro presents a clear, unbiased,
and rigorous description of the major curriculum
philosophies that have influenced educators and
schooling over the last century. The author analyzes
four educational visions—Scholar Academic, Social
Efficiency, Learner Centered, and Social
Reconstruction—to enable readers to reflect on their
own educational beliefs and more productively
interact with educators who might hold different
beliefs.
JCT was the most important journal of curriculum
studies during the field's paradigm shift in the 1970s.
Its editors sponsored a yearly conference, which
also supported the intellectual breakthrough that was
the reconceptualization of American curriculum
studies. This collection brings together the best of
JCT articles, plus key documentary material of
importance to scholars and students alike.
Undergraduate and graduate students in curriculum,
instruction, and foundations would find this book
useful and insightful.
What comes after the reconceptualization of
curriculum studies? What is the contribution of the
next wave of curriculum scholars? Comprehensive
and on the cutting edge, this Handbook speaks to
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these questions and extends the conversation on
present and future directions in curriculum studies
through the work of twenty-four newer scholars who
explore, each in their own unique ways, the present
moment in curriculum studies. To contextualize the
work of this up-and-coming generation, each chapter
is paired with a shorter response by a well-known
scholar in the field, provoking an intra-/intergenerational exchange that illuminates both
historical trajectories and upcoming moments. From
theorizing at the crossroads of feminist thought and
post-colonialism to new perspectives that include
critical race, currere, queer southern studies, Black
feminist cultural analysis, post-structural policy
studies, spiritual ecology, and East-West
international philosophies, present and future
directions in the U.S. American field are revealed.
Although the fields of chaos and complexity are
important in a number of disciplines, they have not yet
been influential in education. This book remedies this
dilemma by gathering essays by authors from around the
world who have studied and applied chaos and
complexity theories to their teaching. Rich in its material,
recursive in its interweaving of themes, conversational in
its relationships, and rigorous in its analysis, the book is
essential reading for undergraduates, graduate students,
and professionals who deal with these important topics.
In this eclectic, balanced approach to the major
emergent trends in the field, a diversity of leaders in the
field provides a variety of opinions and thoughts on
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curriculum issues. An issues-oriented collection of 36
articles by the major thinkers in curriculum study,
"Contemporary Issues in Curriculum, 6/e "looks at issues
that affect successful implementation, planning, and
evaluation of curriculum at all levels of learning.
Organized into six Parts--Curriculum and Philosophy,
Curriculum and Teaching, Curriculum and Learning,
Curriculum and Instruction, Curriculum and Supervision,
and Curriculum and Policy--the readings reflect both
traditionally held assumptions as well as those more
controversial in nature. Students and practitioners have
the opportunity to turn to a single source to investigate
the breadth of issues that affect curriculum, examine and
debate the issues, formulate their own ideas, and help
shape the future direction of the field. Some of the issues
NEW to this edition include: What it means to say a
school is doing well. The Common Core Curriculum. The
influence of changing demographics in the United States.
Claims that other countries do a better job of educating
their students for the future. Ways of helping students
learn to their highest potential. The usefulness of the
traditional high school diploma. Research-based
practices for inducting new teachers. Practices for
getting teachers and staff to perform at their highest
levels. Provocative questions about societal changes.
This book is an inter-disciplinary endeavour.
Encompassing education and basic research, it
discusses the modular-curriculum embodied in The
Epistle from educational, historical, sociolinguistic,
anthropological, phenomenological, and non-sectarian
perspectives. It shows the cross-boundary philosophical
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reasoning and pedagogic dimensions of St. Paul as a
great teacher and thinker from the Jewish-and-Christian
faith. In doing so, this book refocuses academia’s
attention on the inevitable antimonic nature inherent in
humans’ efforts to create systemic knowledge.
Knowledge about the inner aesthetic and volitionalinterpretative self – the immanent psychic “I” – and other
philosophical aspects of the realm of the transcendental
should be rescued from the deepening trends of
secularity. Being strong, powerful, productive, and
performative should not be taken as the indisputable and
exclusive aim of education. Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) do not constitute
a sufficient basis for building a better humanity.
Education via public curriculums ought to serve both the
belly and the mind. Deliberative curricular recalibrations,
with rationales for grace, are thus needed for a better
future for humanity.... This book is relevant for anyone
with a core fascination about truths, values,
epistemologies, life, spirituality, and holistic human
development. It can also be used as a textbook or a
reference in a number of fields including counselling,
psychology, translation, cultural studies, and theology.
Cartographies of becoming in education: A DeleuzeGuattari Perspective proposes a non-hierarchical
approach that maps teaching and learning with the
power of affect and what a body can do/become in
different educational contexts. Teaching and learning is
an encounter with the unknown and happen as specific
responses to particular problems encountered with/in life.
In this edited volume, international scholars map out
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potential ruptures in teaching and learning in order to
conceptualize education differently. One way is through
the multidisciplinary lens of MLT (Multiple Literacies
Theory) in which reading is intensive and immanent. The
authors deploy different aspects of MLT while creating
and experimenting with ethology, teaching, learning,
curriculum, teacher education and technology in relation
to visual arts, music, mathematics, theatre, workplace
literacy, second language education, and architecture.
With the forces of globalization, digital media and
economic re-structuring reconfiguring the social, political
and economic landscape, societies require innovative
ways of thinking about education. Cartographies of
becoming in education: A Deleuze-Guattari Perspective
is a response to problems posed by such forces. The
problematic surrounding Deleuze-Guattari and education
continues to grow. Diana Masny’s scholarship in this
area is well known and appreciated through her many
essays and books that develop MLT (Multiple Literacies
Theory). Cartographies of Becoming in Education: A
Deleuze-Guattari Perspective continues her effort to
broaden the notion of education and show its
intersections with MLT. The series of essays do this by
forming a number of ‘entries,’ five to be precise:
politicizing education, affect and education, literacies and
becoming, teacher-becomings, and deterritorializing
boundaries. Each ‘entry’ explores the way an MLT
inflected orientation enables us to further grasp the
creative inventiveness of the Deleuze-Guattarian tool kit
that can be applied to areas of music education,
ethnography, art, drama, literacy, mathematics,
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landscape ecology, ethology and teacher education. It is
a vivid illustration of the cartography that maps the
rhizomatic movements that are taking place by
international scholars who are deterritorializing education
as a discipline of modernity. I highly recommend this
collection of essays to those of us who are continually
asking how might education be rethought through the
unthought. It opens up new territories. – Jan Jagodzinski,
University of Alberta, Author of Psychoanalyzing
Cinema.
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